15th Annual Undergraduate Showcase
Program & Speaker Details

WELCOME
Professors Kate Jones and Kat Gutierrez

STUDENT PANEL

Elina Juvonen
"A Great Big Warm-Hearted Southern Family: The United Daughters of the Confederacy in New York City"
_HIS 190W with Professor Kate Jones_

Russell Moore
""The Color and Politics of Locomotives on the Central Pacific Railroad"
_HIS 190W with Professor Kate Jones_

Claire Morgan
"The Obelisk of Thutmose III: A Symbol of Continuity and Change"
_HIS 194S with Professor Elaine Sullivan_

Owen Cooksy
"The Death of an Irish Soldier: Irish Nationalism, Ulster Nationalism, and the Murder of Henry Wilson"
_HIS 196E with Professor Bruce Thompson_

Q&A
Audience questions for the student panel

REFRESHMENTS & SOCIALIZING

END OF PROGRAM